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RB-GLT8020-FSA27-20W 

 G13 O-Shape T8 1.2M 20W LED Tube Grow Light 



Introduction: 

1. It consist of  semi-circle aluminium Alloy heatsink and PC lens; There are 20pcs 1w high power LED, 

internal 20w constant current LED power supply, High light intensity, low power dissipation.  

2. Input  voltage: AC85-265V,Convenient usage, application for all countries.  

3. LED power supply with isolation project, safe usage. 

4. Lifespan more than 50,000hours. 

5. Aluminum Alloy with high heat conduction, make sure the normal working time. 

6. Apply for plant growing, flowering, fructification. 

7. Red light promote the flowering, fructification; Blue light promote the growth of leaf, you can customize 

different LED ratio according to different plants. 

Product application: 

1. As a supplementary lighting source, strengthen the light intensity, lengthen lighting time. 

2. According to different plant needs, it can control the light which plant need. 

3. In replacement of natural light in the greenhouse, efficiently promote the growth of plant. 

1、Dimension(unit: mm) 

 

                                   Picture 1：Dimension  
二、Products Images 
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三、Principle of Electrical Connections 

 

Picture 2：the principle of Electrical connection 

四、Parameter 

Called way At one end 

Input  Voltage AC85-265V 

size(mm) 1205mm*34mm*36mm 

Waterproof rate IP44 

Material Aluminium  alloy +clear PC lens 

Source 20pcs 1w high power led 
light ratio of red and 

blue 
 

Power 20W 

PCB Material AL5052 PCB 

Working temperature -20～+50℃ 

Usage lifespan ≥25000Hours 

Net weight 460g 

Gross Weight 720g 
Recommended 

Suspended Height 
30CM 

PPFD 35μmol/m²/s 

Note: 1. The above paramter are our standard LED ratio(red 660nm : blue 460nm=3:1) for your 

reference. Welcome to customizing the light ratio for you according to your specific need. 

2、The wavelength of LED can be appointed by customers, the recommended  wavelength of red 

light: 620-630nm,640-660nm; blue light:450-460nm,460-470nm. 

五、Distribution of Light Intensity, Light Photon 
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Item Model RB-GLT8020-FSA27-20W 



 

Picture4：installation instruction 

七、Package parameter 

The outer packing A weight 720g 

The outer packing A size 1240*￠37.5mm 

The outer packing weight B 18Kg 

The outer packing size B 1250*280*250mm 

 

 

Picture5：Package Drawing 
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                               RB-GLT8020-FSA27-20W 

六、Installment Ways  

Item Model                     RB.....-20W-21/22/23/24/25/26 


